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In Search of the Theory of Harm in EU Consumer Law

ABSTRACT
Recently, EU Consumer law has undergone a ‘Fitness Check’ (or REFIT). We thought that checking
the fitness for purpose of a body of law would involve revisiting its purpose. This is why we
expected to find in the rich REFIT documentation (over 4000 pages of studies and Commission
documents) an explicit discourse on the goals of consumer law. Our aim was to connect this
discourse to two lines of scholarship: a doctrinal line pointing out that EU consumer law lacks a
clear direction and that, to the extent it does have one, it is too strongly geared towards market
integration to the detriment of protection of the weakest, and a more economic line seeking to
formulate a theory of harm that could underpin the enforcement of consumer law, by analogy with
the practice in competition law. We agree that a clearer direction and a stronger conceptualisation
of what harms the law seeks to protect consumers against would improve European consumer
law. This paper defines a ‘theory of harm’, illustrates what a theory of harm for consumer law
could look like and analyses the REFIT documentation in search for elements of such a theory. Our
findings are largely disappointing. We looked for something that is not there. The REFIT’s tour de
force is to check fitness for purpose without discussing purpose. It does so by adopting a circular
approach and defining consumer harm as instances of under-enforcement of the law. This
presupposes that all possible harms are already accounted for in the law and only occur when the
law is not properly enforced. We uncover an irony instead of a theory of harm. What the REFIT
does delineate is a normative space in which to develop a theory of harm for the future. It consists
of a virtuous triangle of empowerment, trust and a well-functioning internal market. The REFIT
also suggests that an economic-based theory of harm would need to interact with several legal
elements. Consumer weakness, empowerment and legitimate expectations constitute ingredients
for an economically grounded, behaviourally sensible and legally workable theory of harm.

KEYWORDS
EU Consumer Law — Fitness Check — Effectiveness — Efficiency — Empowerment — Consumer
protection — Benchmark — Circular Approach — Legitimate Expectations — Theory of Harm,
Scenarios of Harm — Market Partitioning — Naïve and Sophisticated Consumers — Fair and
Unfair Traders.
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INTRODUCTION
The EU Internal Market constitutes the largest consumer economy in the world. A ‘high level of
consumer protection’ is a defining feature of this market1 and the EU has positioned itself
internationally as a leading actor when it comes to consumer rights. These circumstances alone
would make the European theory of harm in consumer law worthy of attention. In addition, EU
consumer law just underwent a ‘fitness check’ and is being ‘modernised’, so that it is also timely
to consider the fundamental orientation of consumer protection rules in Europe.2
As is often the case, legislation does not contain a clear expression of goals or of a theory of harm.
It is, of course, possible to ascertain on the basis of existing legal texts what each piece of
legislation seeks to protect consumers against (e.g. the unfair contract terms directive seeks to
protect consumers… against unfair terms), but these piecemeal indications do not amount to a
comprehensive view of how market transactions can harm consumers or to what extent the
various types of harms consumers suffer are legally relevant. While consumer law scholars have
made the point that EU consumer lacks a clear direction,3 their worry has not yet prompted a
conversation on what ‘theory of harm’ animates or could animate consumer law. Indeed, the
phrase ‘theory of harm’ itself is not familiar to consumer lawyers.4
In this chapter, we start from the premise that it would be desirable to equip EU consumer law
with a more robust normative and theoretical framework. It would be helpful from at least four
points of view. First, from a normative perspective, having a more explicit doctrine of which types
of harm the law seeks to prevent would help guide future revisions of legislation, including
adaptations to developing online realities. Second, regarding precisely online practices which
harm consumers, it would help determine which ones should be tackled with the tools of
consumer law and which with other instruments such as rules on data protection or competition
law and clarify how these various sets of rules interact. Third, conceptualising harm is the first
step for measuring it and this could help enforcement authorities define their priorities.5 Finally,
an effort to articulate a theory of harm could open a new dialogue between legal scholars and
social scientists—economists and behavioural scientists—in the field of consumer policy.
In our search, we take inspiration from competition law, where the phrase ‘theory of harm’ is
common. At the most general level, it refers to an explanation of why and how a given practice
unlawfully harms consumers. With minor adjustments, it offers a useful organising framework for
our enquiry. This framework centres around two questions: 1) What counts as unlawful consumer

1
2

3
4
5

5

Art 38 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. See also Art 169 TFEU and Art 12 TFEU.
At the time of writing, of the two legislative proposals making up the ‘New Deal for consumers’, it is very likely that
one will be adopted: the European Parliament and European Council have reached an agreement on the Proposal
for a ‘Modernisation directive’ (European commission (2018b)). The fate of the companion proposal for a Directive
on representative actions for the protection of the collective interests of consumers (European commission
(2018a)) is more uncertain (legislative procedure 2018/0089/COD).
Howells, Twigg-Flessner, Whilhelmsson (2018) p. 2; Twigg-Flesner (2007).
The first and notable contribution on this theme is Siciliani, Riefa, Gamper (2019, forthcoming) (hereafter
‘Consumer Theories of Harm’).
It was initially to help the Office of Fair Trading (UK) prioritise enforcement that Siciliani developed the models
presented in Consumer Theories of Harm (supra note 4).
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harm under EU consumer law? 2) When and how can such harm be expected to happen? This
chapter searches for answers in the recent fitness check on consumer and marketing law. The
motivation for searching for a theory of harm in this particular corpus is linked to the very nature
of a fitness check, or ‘REFIT’ as it is known in the EU jargon.
A REFIT is a retrospective evaluation of a body of legislation. REFITs can be conducted about any
set of EU rules and many have been since the early 2000s, when the Better Regulation Agenda of
the Commission was first rolled out.6 In 2016–2017, came the turn of EU consumer law. The
exercise aimed to assess whether existing consumer directives were still fit for purpose. As any
REFIT, it proceeds from a commitment to gather the ‘best available evidence’ and to analyse
existing law in light of five criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, coherence, relevance, and EU added
value.7 The very mission of a REFIT makes the consumer fitness check particularly relevant to
anyone interested in a theory of harm: it seems self-evident that consumer law is only fit for
purpose if it adequately protects consumers against those harms that the law sought to avert in
the first place. For this reason, we expected to find an elaboration of consumer harm in the REFIT.
This expectation was bolstered by the fact that the first two criteria against which the legislation
must be assessed are effectiveness and efficiency. Since both these notions express a property of
a means-ends relationship, it seemed logical that the REFIT would contain an explicit discourse
on ends.
From a Law & Economics perspective, the strong empirical commitment and the explicit
identification of efficiency as one of the assessment criteria make the Consumer REFIT an
interesting institutional activity. As we explain in more detail below, in competition law, the
explicit elaboration on theories of harm formed an integral part of the modernisation of
enforcement at EU level. The effort to become more transparent as to what counts as legally
relevant harm for the purpose of competition law enforcement played an important role in
claiming that EU competition law was ‘fit for purpose’, although this language was not used at the
time. In this sense, the ‘more economic approach’ in competition law may be seen a forerunner of
what has since become known as ‘evidence-based policy-making’.8 It can therefore serve as a
useful term of comparison in the search for a theory of harm in the Consumer REFIT.
While the comparison with competition law is helpful, we must be wary of not overlooking the
differences between the two policy areas. First of all, economic analysis informs EU consumer law
significantly less than it does EU competition law (this is true both of the law itself and the
corresponding legal scholarship). This is due in part to distinct traditions: consumer law initially
6

7
8

Communication for the Commission, European Commission (2002). It is difficult to know exactly how many REFITs
have been conducted even after the publication in April 2019 of the results of a stock-taking exercise on the Better
Regulation Agenda: European Commission (2019a) and accompanying Staff Working Document European
Commission (2019b). The Commission reports having conducted ‘more than 150 REFIT initiatives’ in the first three
years of the Juncker Commission (‘initiative’ is not defined and seems to be coextensive with the 150 measures to
simplify Union legislation presented during the same period). Cost estimates suggest that 60 to 70 fitness checks
are conducted every year, European Commission (2019b).
European Commission (2015b) p. 53; European Commission (2017e) p. 52.
The ‘more economic approach’ in competition aimed to inform individual decisions rather than new rules, but it
nonetheless has a policy component as evidenced in the Communication from the Commission—European
Commission (2009).
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grew from national private law, which, in Europe, has not been strongly influenced by economics.
The European efforts to harmonise consumer law since the mid-1970s have not changed this
relative disconnect between law and economics in the field of consumer protection. Competition
law, for its part, emerged as a distinct body of EU rules (even if it had roots in some national
traditions)9 with a distinct identity. It is made up primarily of open-textured rules (articles 101
and 102 TFEU), which give the Court ample leeway for interpretation. From the early days, the
Court infused the interpretation of these rules with economics (of the time).10 Later on, when the
Commission turned to a more economic approach, the Court increasingly had to respond to
economic arguments. Because the Court adjudicates competition law cases (and does not merely
respond to requests for interpretation of EU law from national courts by way of preliminary
rulings), the growing sophistication of economic argumentation of the Commission and
defendants led the Court to a deeper engagement with economics.11
By contrast, EU consumer law consists of a large body of directives which have been transposed
into national law, sometimes with important variations. For example, a given conduct in a given
market context may be considered harmful to consumers in one Member State and not harmful in
another.12 Consumer law is not directly enforced by the Commission but only by the relevant
national authorities (which may or may not be the same as those enforcing competition law). This
implies that the Court almost exclusively responds to requests for preliminary rulings from
national courts, i.e. interprets directives without adjudicating cases.13 Therefore, none of the
factors that led to a deeper engagement of the Court with economics in competition law are
present in the context of consumer law. Regarding consumer harm in particular, the case law does
shed some light on what constitutes consumer harm, but the Court has never felt the need to turn
to economics. In this sense, the current state of consumer law is comparable to that of competition
law before the ‘more economic approach’ offered an economics-based rationalisation and
recalibration, but without the same impetus from the Commission towards a greater use of
economics.
Against this background, it is fair to recognise that our search for a theory of harm is not prompted
by calls from consumer law practitioners. Instead, by choosing to engage with this topic based on
an analysis of the Consumer REFIT, we seek to contribute to the conversation prompted by
Howells et al., who rightly point to a need to restate the goals of consumer law. In addition, we
take the REFIT as a testing ground to assess the prospects of a greater opening of consumer law
to economics and behavioural sciences. In order to extract what the Consumer REFIT brings to a
theory of harm, Section 1 defines what a theory of harm means for EU consumer law, Section 2
presents what we found in the 4000 pages of documentation making up the Consumer REFIT that

9
10
11
12

13

7

Gerber (2001).
See e.g. Judgment of the Court of 18 May 1962, C-13/60, Ruhrkohlen-Verkaufsgesellschaft mbH and others v. High
Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community, EU:C:1962:15. See also Rueff (1965), p. 13.
Sibony (2008), part II, esp. p. 714.
For example, assessing whether a contract term is unfair requires a comparison between the term and the default
rule which would apply under national law in the absence of such term. See e.g. Howells, Twigg-Flessner,
Whilhelmsson (2018), pp. 141 sq.
The Court can also be called to rule on infringement proceedings, when a Member States does not enforce EU
directive properly (in which case the Court also does not adjudicate a case relating to a consumer aggrieved by an
alleged violation of consumer rights). In competition law, by contrast, the EU courts review the legality of
Commission decisions applying competition provisions to the conduct of undertakings and thus adjudicate cases in
the last instance.
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is susceptible to shed light on an underlying theory of harm. Section 3 seeks to make sense of the
disappointing findings.

1. WHAT IS A THEORY OF HARM IN CONSUMER LAW?
At the most general level, a ‘theory of harm’ may be defined as a set of general propositions
describing when consumers suffer harm that calls for legal intervention. At present, EU consumer
law is in need of a theory of harm (1.1). While that theory may well be different from that of
competition law, because the two sets of rules pursue different (if complementary) aims, it is
nonetheless helpful to turn to competition law for guidance on the concept of theory of harm (1.2).
On this basis, a recent doctrinal proposal outlining a theory of harm for EU consumer law will be
discussed (1.3).

1.1 WHY EU CONSUMER LAW NEEDS A THEORY OF HARM
In their book Rethinking EU Consumer law, Howells, Twigg-Flessner and Wilhelmsson explain that
EU consumer law lacks direction, which is precisely why they call for a rethink.14 Lacking direction
is a less than enviable state at any time, but it represents a particular challenge when the
legislature needs to assess whether and how existing law needs to be adapted to digital markets.
Howells et al. recognises that there are reasons why the overarching goals pursued by the EU in
this area are not spelt out. Member States sometimes have diverging views, especially when it
comes to private law and, for this reason, ambiguity or silence is indispensable to achieve
consensus on a directive.15
This said, a more explicit statement of the protective aim of EU consumer law would be helpful for
at least two reasons. First, it is in fact not obvious that consumer law always or only aims to protect
consumers.16 This counter-intuitive proposition has animated an EU debate: scholars have argued
that, in the development of EU consumer law, the market building objective has taken precedence
over protection of the weakest.17 It is a fact that harmonising national consumer legislation in
order to remove the obstacles that regulatory diversity creates for businesses has been at the
forefront of the Commission’s agenda.18 In the process, critics argue, emphasis was laid on getting
Member States to adopt rules that would enable businesses to roll out uniform marketing
strategies throughout the internal market. As a result, the needs of vulnerable consumers were
not at the centre of attention. Rather, the legislator focused on the active and competent
consumers that are likely to shop around, fuel competition and market integration. They, not the
vulnerable consumers most in need of protection, constitute the target constituency of EU
consumer law, a development that some consumer law scholars regret.19 In light of this critique,

14
15
16
17

18

19

Cited n. 3.
The Unfair Contractual Terms Directive (UCTD) (Council of the European Union (1993)) is a case in point. Howells,
Twigg-Flessner, Whilhelmsson (2018) 133 sq.
Micklitz (2012), pp. 283–296.
Micklitz (2012), Weatherill (2016), Howells, Twigg-Flessner, Whilhelmsson (2018) p. 2 arguing that EU consumer
law is at risk of overstating the internal market goal and ought to be rebalanced towards protecting weak
consumers.
See, among many other illustrations, Unfair Terms Directive (Dir. 93/13/EC), recital 6; Commission (2010) p. 2,
Directive on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content and digital services
(2015/0288/COD), recital 1.
Weatherill (2016). Weatherill does not regret per se that EU law has not developed a policy targeted at vulnerable
consumers, but that, due to the choice of maximum harmonisation, Member States have limited leeway to do so.
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it would make eminent sense to clarify the measure in which consumer law aims, respectively, to
facilitate market integration and to protect consumers—and which group of consumers. In this
regard, it should be said that no one disputes—including not critics—that market integration
brings benefits to consumers: the benefit of greater choice and lower prices thanks to competition.
But, for authors who see consumer law as part of social policy, such benefits are markedly distinct
from what they understand as protection of the weakest. Protection is not the right to more choice
or greater availability of cheap goods. Rather, it comes from the recognition that some consumers
are not in a position to benefit from the market unless the law affords specific protections.
The second reason why a clarification of the protective aims of EU consumer law is needed is
linked to variations in space and time. Legal systems in which consumer law is embedded rest on
different priors about what is generally good for consumers. For example, the law in one
jurisdiction may reflect a preference for allowing consumers to benefit from low prices to the
greatest possible extent (the ‘Walmart model’),20 be it at the expense of what is, in other legal
systems, seen as cut-throat competition or unacceptable working conditions. Another legal
system may emphasise consumer rights, such as the right of withdrawal or a right to an extended
guarantee, be it at the expense of higher prices and less choice (the ‘mandatory insurance’
model).21 In other words, what legal system considers at any point in time as the harm(s) to
consumers which are to be avoided or reduced is a matter of normative choice. Making these
choices explicit is a precondition for meaningful comparisons between EU consumer law and that
of other jurisdictions. It also allows to take stock of evolutions which have taken place over time
and helps ascertain whether criticism has been overstated or not.
Finally, there is a practical reason why a theory of harm is needed in EU consumer law. As fines
for violations of consumer protection rules are set to rise to a maximum of 4% of worldwide
turnover,22 more attention will be paid to how infringement decisions are reasoned and justified.
As economic stakes rise, it is likely that these decisions will be increasingly litigated. In this
context, both enforcement authorities and courts will need clear guidance.

1.2 WHAT IS A ‘THEORY OF HARM’? A DEFINITION INSPIRED BY COMPETITION LAW
The definition of ‘theory of harm’ we offer here is derived from the meaning of the same phrase in
EU competition law. In competition law, ‘theory of harm’ entered the vocabulary of enforcers in
the wake of the ‘more economic approach’. The Commission embraced this new approach in the
1990s in relation to the enforcement of article 101 TFEU and merger control and, in the mid2000’s, in relation to article 102 TFEU.23 This turn meant embracing two key ideas: first, that the
aim of competition law was to advance consumer welfare (rather than to guarantee equality of
market access among competitors) and, second, that any decision to enforce competition law
should state why the particular conduct of the undertaking(s) concerned was detrimental to
consumers. As part of their duty to give reasons,24 the Commission or a National Competition
Authority (NCA) would now have to explain what ‘theory of harm’ justifies enforcement. The

24

Whitman (2007), p. 340.
Howells, Twigg-Flessner, Whilhelmsson (2018), pp. 131, 164. On the different orientation of EU and US law on unfair
contract terms, Sibony (2019).
Subject to the proposal for a Modernisation directive being adopted, European Commission (2018b).
On article 101: Lianos (2007); on merger control: Vesterdoft (2005); on article 102: Economic Advisory Group on
Competition Policy (2005) and European commission (2009) (cited n. 8).
Art 196, para 2 TFEU (or similar provisions under national law).
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context of competition litigation allows to distinguish three layers of a theory of harm: i) the
general doctrine of harm, ii) the accepted explanations of how harm happens and iii) the casespecific scenarios of harm.
The first layer—the general doctrine of harm—is the received answer to the question: ‘When are
consumers harmed?’ It constitutes the normative component of the theory of harm and defines
what is considered relevant consumer detriment in a legal regime (e.g., EU consumer law, US
antitrust). It is a general and abstract description of the type(s) of consumer harm the law seeks
to avert or reduce (e.g. high prices, restriction of choice). It expresses the protective aims of the
law by spelling out which market outcomes will be considered injurious. In other words,
formulating a general doctrine of harm means clarifying the normative benchmark against which
firms’ conduct will be appraised.
The second layer relates to the question: ‘What causes harm?’ This component of the theory of
harm relates to causation. It is made up of the set of accepted explanations for how harm happens.
In competition law, this layer has been developed on the basis of economic analysis. It comprises
a typology of causal mechanisms that link certain market practises to consumer harm in certain
contexts. The EAGCP report, which laid the ground for the Commission’s communication on
exclusionary abuses, offers a number of illustrations. Regarding predation, for example, it
distinguishes between scenarios of predation based on reputation, on ‘signal jamming’ and those
based on ‘capital market imperfections’.25 Other examples of accepted scenarios of harm include
leveraging effect26 or margin squeeze.27 Such a typology of circumstances that are conducive to
harm and causal mechanisms that produce harm in those circumstances constitutes a repertoire
of sufficient explanations of why a given market practice can legitimately be banned or placed
under close scrutiny. Competition authorities may use these standard explanations of how
consumer harm typically happens as building blocks to structure an enforcement decision. It
should be noted that this second layer of the theory of harm expresses the received wisdom and
characterises of the state of the art of enforcement in any given jurisdiction at any given point in
time. Despite efforts to produce international convergence in fora such as OECD or ICN,
differences remain alive. Such differences relate to beliefs rather than theory. For example, the
difference between the US and EU approach to excessive pricing in case of firms with significant
market power is explained by the Israeli competition authority as being based entirely on a
disagreement over the comparative advantages of the competitive process and enforcement in
policing price levels—28 a disagreement similar to the one evoked above regarding relative levels
of trust in markets and consumer protection.29
There is a third even more granular layer of theory of harm, namely the case-specific
operationalisation of the (level 2) template explanation of harm. Consider the practice of margin
squeezing. A margin squeeze is the imposition of a price of an intermediate good or service (e.g.
fees charged to telecom operators to access the local loop owned by a dominant incumbent) that
is high enough to have an exclusionary effect on an as efficient competitor in the downstream

25
26
27

28
29

Report by the EAGCP (Economic Advisory Group on Competition Policy (2005)), cited above n. 23.
E.g., Judgment of the Court of 15 February 2005, C-12/03 P, Commission v. Tetra Laval, EU:C:2005:87, para. 44.
E.g. Judgment of the Court of 14 October 2010, C-280/08 P, Deutsche Telekom v. Commission, EU:C:2010:603,
para. 163 sq. As in Tetra (cited above n. 26), the case revolved around the exact circumstances in which the alleged
scenario of harm is credible.
Israeli Antitrust Authority (2014) and (2017).
Text at footnotes 20 and 21.
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market in an economic context where the vertically integrated dominant firm also sets another
price that constitutes a competitive constrains for other operators on the market. A case in point
is Deutsche Telekom, where the incumbent telecom operator set the charge to access its network
(a cost for new entrants) and the retail price for internet access (a competitive constraint for new
entrants) at such levels that the difference between these two prices did not allow for profitable
entry.30 In a margin squeeze case, the Commission (or NCA) will have to explain why the facts do
support a finding of margin squeeze.
In EU competition law, the turn to a more economic approach affected all three layers. First, it
changed the general doctrine of harm by clarifying that harm to competitors was not what the law
sought eliminate and that, rather, the focus was on consumer harm. Second, it shaped the
repertoire of standard justifications for enforcement by developing considerably the template
explanations for how certain market practices, in certain settings, are likely to cause such harm.
Third, it made it easier for competition authorities to model the scenario of harm in a particular
case after one of the accepted explanations (or a combination of more than one such template
explanations). Except in relation to restrictions by object, a finding of infringement could in
principle only stand if each of these building blocks was fleshed out by case-specific evidence (e.g.
an explanation of how margin squeeze works in this case).
This led to a clarification of the role of courts in relation to the various components of a theory of
harm. The first layer is a matter of interpretation of the law, which is clearly within the remit of
courts. The second layer is essentially left to the discretion of the Commission (and NCAs). It is not
the job of courts to distil economic theory into a toolbox for enforcement (what we called a
repertoire of accepted explanations for consumer harm). In addition, the doctrine of ‘limited
review of complex economic appraisals’ applies and courts will not engage with the authority’s
choice of a particular anti-competitive scenario in any given case (e.g. the choice to frame the
competition concern as a risk of margin squeeze).31 But courts will conduct a full review of the
internal coherence of the scenario of harm and of the case-specific evidence (e.g. are there any
findings of facts that contradict the scenario the authority chose to advance? If so, are those
findings adequately considered?).32 In so doing, courts fulfil a mission that is not specific to any
particular theory of harm but is the essence of judicial review in a system guaranteeing the rule
of law.
As compared to competition law, consumer law has not reached a similar stage of elaboration
when it comes to conceptualising harm or adopting a typology of conducts and market
circumstances that lead to harm. This is why the discussion needs to centre on the first two layers.
In this regard, a recent proposal articulates what could be a level 2 typology of scenarios of harm.

1.3 A THEORY OF HARM FOR CONSUMER LAW? A RECENT PROPOSAL
In what is, to our knowledge, the first and only attempt to date, Siciliani, Riefa and Gamper propose
a general theory of consumer harm. We summarise the results of their enquiry with the aim to
illustrate what a theory of consumer harm can look like, to later use their work as a term of
comparison with what we find in the Consumer REFIT.
30
31
32

11

Deutsche Telekom v. Commission, cited above n. 27.
Judgment of the Court of 11 July 1985, C-42/84, Remia v. Commission, EU:C:1985:327, para 34.
Tetra (cited above n. 26), para 39; Sibony (2007), pp. 747 sq; Castillo de la Torre, Gippini-Fournier (2017),
para 6.084.
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In relation to layer one—what is harmful to consumers—Siciliani, Riefa, and Gamper use a
modified standard economic approach: consumer detriment is measured in terms of consumer
surplus, but the authors add a filter, which consists in giving more significance to the harm to
vulnerable consumers. Under this approach, consumer harm consists of a reduction in weighted
consumer surplus. Consumer surplus is ‘a measure of the economic welfare that is gained from
purchasing and consuming goods and services’.33 Such a standard carries two main risks, which
the authors address properly: first, the risk of being reductionist and, second, the risk of being
insensitive to the differences in ability to pay. Consumer surplus can be reductive when elements
of what makes the exchange beneficial to consumers are not accounted for. The risk, however,
comes mainly from an erroneous understanding of the concept of consumer surplus. This error
consists in equating consumer surplus with legal doctrines that limit the legal significance of the
damage to economic losses. From an economic perspective, anything influencing a consumer’s
willingness to pay also influences consumer surplus. The second risk, namely, the risk of
distributive insensitivity exists within economic theory and is a well-known one. Willingness to
pay is in part a function of ability to pay. This implies that richer people, having a higher ability to
pay, also display a higher willingness to pay than poorer people. The concept of consumer surplus
does not allow to take these issues into consideration easily. Siciliani, Riefa, and Gamper address
this difficulty by noting that it is important to consider if a practice targets vulnerable consumers.
This additional layer of analysis allows to go beyond a mere arithmetical sum of the surplus gained
and lost by different groups of consumers, to give superior normative significance to the losses of
the vulnerable ones—losses that are therefore more difficult to offset with benefits to other
consumers.
Moving to layer two—how consumers can be harmed—the authors elaborate an analytical
framework which outlines four archetypical scenarios of harm.34 They start by dividing
consumers and traders in two categories. Consumers can be naïve or sophisticated, a distinction
which the authors relate to the dichotomy between the legal categories of vulnerable and average
consumers. Traders can be fair or unfair depending on whether they are ‘well-intentioned’ firms
or ‘unscrupulous’ ones.35 This depends on whether their business strategy is respectful of the
interests of consumers or not. The framework also considers the information verifiability—how
easy it is for consumers to verify an information and market partition—the extent to which the
demand or supply side of the market includes predominantly one type of consumer or of traders.
Verifiability relates to information about product attributes. In this regard, product attributes are
divided into three categories according to how simple it is to verify the truth of an information
relating to them: search, experience, and credence attributes. For search attributes, verification
costs are low and the verification can typically happen before the conclusion of the contract. In
case of experience attributes, as the name suggests, it is through experience that the information
can be verified. Finally, in case of credence attributes, verification costs are typically prohibitive
for consumers, who are therefore incapable of verifying the information. Market partition (our
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Siciliani, Riefa, Gamper (2019, forthcoming), chapter 4, p. 3.
Siciliani, Riefa, Gamper (2019, forthcoming), chapter 5.
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term) focuses on the interaction between sophisticated and naïve consumers, on the one hand,
and fair and unfair traders on the other. If a practice targets only naïve consumers, the demand
side of the market is partitioned; if fair traders prefer to exit a market, the supply side is
partitioned. Partition is important because sophisticated consumers and fair traders in a nonpartitioned market contribute to protecting naïve consumers and to keep unfair traders under
control, to some extent. On this basis, Siciliani, Riefa, and Garmer describe four ‘archetypal
theories of [consumer] harm’:36 the scam, the lemon, the shock, and the subsidy.
In the scam scenario, both the demand- and supply side of the markets are partitioned, to the
effect that there are only naïve consumers and unfair traders on the market. The more difficult it
is to verify information, the greater the probability of harm. Deception and exploitation are the
rule in these markets, such as in the case of pyramid schemes and fake prize draws. In the lemon
scenario, there is a risk of partition of both the demand and supply sides. The partition may be the
result of a severe information asymmetry problem. As in the path-breaking paper by Akerlof,
which inspires the name of this scenario,37 fair traders and sophisticated consumers may
gradually exit the market because of their incapacity to distinguish fair from unfair offers. For
example, if it is difficult for consumers to verify the quality of a used car, sellers of high-quality
cars fail to obtain an adequate price for their cars and exit the market—for such a low price, they
prefer to keep it instead of selling it. This reduces the market price, pushing the sellers of cars of
slightly lower quality to exit too. The process continues until only ‘pieces of junk’ are available on
the market. In the shock scenario, the supply side is essentially partitioned—the market is
colonised by unfair firms. As the demand side is not partitioned, sophisticated consumers offer
some degree of protection to the naïve ones. A crucial example of this scenario is unfair terms in
standard terms. As these terms are often non-salient, competition stimulates traders to take
advantage of consumers, but to the extent demand is not partitioned, sophisticated consumers
offer some protection to the naïve ones.38 Finally, the subsidy scenario is similar to the shock one.
The key difference is that now the demand side is partitioned, so that sophisticated consumers do
not protect the naïve ones; actually, there is a chance that sophisticated consumers benefit from
unfair practices against naïve consumers through a mechanism of cross-subsidisation. An
example of this would be that of mandatory remedies that naïve consumers pay for but typically
do not exercise.
These four scenarios describe typical market dynamics that are considered harmful for
consumers and therefore may trigger enforcement. In other words, these scenarios belong to the
second layer of a general theory of consumer harm. Just like in competition law, these scenarios
as considered as building blocks: ‘The four scenarios are not mutually exhaustive or exclusive, but
they do represent an attempt to cover the majority of the cases for consumer protection
intervention.’39 Accordingly, in light of the specificities of a case, these scenarios can be combined
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to build tailored explanations of why consumers are harmed in a certain context. These tailored
explanations would then belong to the third layer of a theory of consumer harm.

1.4 ILLUSTRATION: THE EXAMPLE OF DUAL QUALITY GOODS
To illustrate the usefulness of building a theory of harm, let us consider so-called dual quality
products, which prompted such vivid political debates in Europe since 2017 that president
Juncker mentioned it in his State of the Union address that year.40 Responding to the outrage of
several eastern European leaders and Members of the European Parliament, he stated that, ‘in a
Union of equals, there can be no second-class consumers’ and called it unacceptable that ‘in some
parts of Europe, people are sold food of lower quality than in other countries, despite the
packaging and branding being identical: Slovaks do not deserve less fish in their fish fingers,
Hungarians less meat in their meals, Czechs less cacao in their chocolate’. Traders operating in
Western Europe can deceive Central-Eastern European consumers by offering them products of a
quality that is lower to the one in Western Europe—this is at least the concern of predominantly
Central and Easter European governments.41 The Proposal of Modernisation Directive ‘mak(es) it
explicit’ that the commercialisation of these goods is an unfair commercial practice.42 According
to the legislative definition, there is a case of dual quality good when goods with ‘significantly
different composition or characteristics’ are marketed as identical.
What scenario of harm, if any, would correspond to dual quality goods? The demand side is
geographically partitioned, with Central-Eastern European consumers being victims of deceptive
practices—Western brands that supposedly should market products of premium quality de facto
lower the quality of their products. Local traders can be expected to fight against these practices,
while Western consumers might even benefit from some cross-subsidisation. Dual quality
products have thus some features of the scam scenario and of the subsidy one. As noted, the
circumstance that the real-world problem fits partially in different archetypical scenarios of harm
shall not be seen as a problem of the framework built by Siciliani, Riefa, and Garmer. On the
contrary, the combination of different template scenarios is to be expected—these are precisely
archetypes rather than an exhaustive typology. What matters here is that the framework helps to
identify—in a more analytical and less emotional way that was prevalent in the debates—the
problematic features of the practice of dual quality goods. A better understanding of the problem
will then be helpful to establish enforcement priorities and assess to what extent a particular
product shall be considered of dual quality.
Having outlined why a theory of harm would be helpful on consumer policy, this section showed
that, similarly to what is observed in competition law, it is possible to construct a typology of
harms and market configurations leading to consumer harm that could help justify, rationalise
and structure enforcement of consumer law. We now turn to the REFIT to examine whether it
leads to any progress in that direction.
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2. THE THEORY OF HARM IN THE CONSUMER REFIT
Checking the ‘fitness for purpose’ of EU consumer law presupposes that one has a clear notion of
what the purpose of that body of legislation is. As mentioned, a REFIT is more than a routine policy
evaluation. The EU Better Regulation Agenda defines it as an ambitious re-evaluation of a whole
body of legislation, examining it in light of five criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, coherence,
relevance, and EU added value. Among these criteria, effectiveness and efficiency are of particular
interest for eliciting the purpose of consumer protection as each of these criteria describes a
property of a means-ends relationship (effectiveness describes a means-ends relationship where
means reach the desired end, while efficiency describes one where means reach the desired end
at the least possible cost). Moreover, it cannot be excluded from the outset that additional insight
can be found under the other three criteria.
The Consumer REFIT conducted in 2016–2017 and the subsequent legislative proposals tabled in
2018 represent a rich source (over 4000 pages) of research, data gathering, and analysis with a
direct bearing on the ends and means of EU Consumer Law. This corpus consists of inception
documents drafted by the Commission, which outlines the questions to be researched and the
methodology to be followed,43 studies produced by external contractors in response to the
Commission’s tenders,44 and the Staff Working Document in which the Commission took stock of
all that research.45 Subsequently, the Commission introduced legislative proposals presented as a
follow-up on the REFIT.46 These proposals were completed with ex-ante impact assessments,
which were submitted to the Regulatory Scrutiny Board, thus giving rise to an additional report.47
In this paper, we leave out this pre-legislative work because it does not add relevant material for
our enquiry. Conversely, we add to our corpus a study which is not formally part of the REFIT but
is contemporaneous, widely cited in the REFIT, and of particular importance to our enquiry as it
focuses on measuring consumer detriment.48 This REFIT-centred corpus seems apt to study and
unpack the normative premises underlying this body of EU legislation and thereby shed some light
on the theory of harm underpinning EU consumer law. While none of these documents constitutes
a binding source of law, their stated purpose is to inform legislation and enforcement. It is
reasonable to think they capture the current thinking within the Commission also in relation to
the surveillance of implementation at national level and to the Commission’s intervention before
the Court (a frequent occurrence when the Court is dealing with a preliminary reference from a
national court asking for guidance regarding the interpretation of EU consumer law). The theory
of harm—if any—expressed in these documents could therefore generate legal effects indirectly,
43
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through new EU legislation but also infringement procedures and dialogue with the Court on the
interpretation of the law.
In this section, we first outline how the REFIT documents present the goals of EU consumer law
and discuss how this may translate as a (level 1) doctrine of harm (2.1); we then present what can
be found in the voluminous REFIT documentation by way of indications of an emerging (level 2)
theory of harm (2.2).

2.1 ELEMENTS OF DOCTRINE OF HARM: EMPOWERMENT, TRUST, AND THE
INTERNAL MARKET
One of the most intriguing aspects of the Consumer REFIT relates to the way in which the
Commission Report articulates the goals of EU consumer law. According to the treaty, the goals of
consumer policy are to ‘promote the interests of consumers and to ensure a high level of consumer
protection’.49 In the REFIT, the ‘overarching objectives of the Directives’ are described as
‘increasing consumer trust and empowerment while contributing to a better functioning of the
internal market’.50 This terminology is not new,51 but the way in which it differs from the original
language of the treaty prima facie seems to lend credibility to the critique already mentioned:
‘protection’ has disappeared.52 Trust and empowerment are beautiful words. They capture
essential elements of what makes a good life. However, in the context of consumer law
scholarship, there is a suspicion that those words are used in a reductionist sense. The fear is that
the focus on empowerment promotes the vision expressed by the average consumer standard,
that of a superman or superwoman, when few consumers do in fact fit this image.53 This concern
is also documented in the context of the Consumer REFIT, especially on the side of consumer
associations, who lament the detachment from reality of the average consumer standard.54
We respect this fear and do not think it should go away. We also think that the new formulation
of goals of consumer policy deserves to be considered with an open mind. We acknowledge that
REFIT documents seem to be doing just what scholars have warned against, yet we do not read
the empowerment language of the Commission as a provocation. Rather, we submit that the way
in which the Commission uses ‘empowerment’ to describe an overarching goal of consumer policy
is compatible with genuine protection. The language of empowerment does not offer a guarantee
that the interests of the weakest will receive more consideration, but it also does not rule it out.
The Modernisation and Enforcement Directives proposed by the Commission as a follow up to the
Consumer REFIT bear testimony to the fact that the empowerment rhetoric does not signify a less
intrusive approach to EU consumer law.55 Indeed, the proposed reform lays emphasis on the
49
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procedural side of consumer empowerment and provides for more effective remedies and
sanctions.
On the concept of empowerment, it is instructive to look at a 2011 Report,56 where it is explained
that the 2007–2013 European Consumer Agenda was based on the notion of empowered
consumers, who can actively participate in the market and make it work for them by exercising
their power of choice and by enforcing their rights properly. The 2012 European Consumer
Agenda was built around four main objectives designed to increase consumer confidence in the
market by: a) ensuring their safety, b) providing consumers with information and education on
their rights; c) securing means of redress and stepping up enforcement; and d) identifying new
emerging challenges such as vulnerable consumers and unsustainable patterns of consumption.
Ultimately, consumer empowerment is meant to ensure that consumers ‘can actively participate
in the market and make it work for them by exercising their power of choice and by having their
rights properly enforced’.57 In other words, making empowerment a central goal of consumer
policy highlights a two-way relationship between consumer law and the internal market project
which has always characterised EU law. The internal market serves consumers by offering them
‘greater choice, lower prices, and the affordability and availability of essential services’.58
Conversely, consumers serve the internal market project (which also benefits businesses) by
actively shopping around. Similarly, consumer trust, the other value promoted to the rank of
overarching objective in the REFIT, goes both ways: consumers are better off if the market is made
trustworthy—by enforcing laws against ‘unfair traders’59 and it is also true that trusting
consumers is what the market needs. In particular, in the EU context, the issue is to create greater
trust in online cross-border transactions. Boosting such transactions enables consumers to reap
more fully the benefits of the internal market and open new markets for traders.
What critics point out is that the virtuous triangle between empowerment, trust and internal
market works for the active and competent consumers and does not include the weakest
consumers or support an agenda of protection that would cater for their needs. This is true, but
does not imply that the protection of vulnerable consumers is neglected. Rather, it is treated as a
separate agenda—presumably for the very reason that stakes are different.60 The really
fundamental issue is whether the distinction between naïve and sophisticated consumers can be
maintained in light of the finding that vulnerability does not only characterise individual
consumers because of their age, handicap or socio-economic characteristics, but can affect any
consumer in certain market situations.61 Bracketing this issue, which is flagged in documents on
vulnerable consumers but not considered in the REFIT, it is possible to conclude that the virtuous
triangle of empowerment, trust and internal market constitutes the normative background to the
REFIT. This has implications for the theory of harm: it is consistent with this framework to
consider that any disruption of the harmonious triangular flow is harmful to consumers
(notwithstanding the circumstance that the same disruption may also be harmful to the internal
market). If we go back to the four archetypical scenarios by Siciliani, Riefa, and Garmer, this means
that the main focus is on scenarios where the interests of naïve and sophisticated consumers are
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aligned, namely the lemon and shock scenarios. Contrary to the scam scenario, in the lemon and
shock scenarios the demand side is not partitioned and sophisticated consumers provide some
degree of protection also to naïve ones. Moreover, contrary to the subsidy scenario, the lemon and
shock scenarios do not raise problems in terms of distributive effects between naïve and
sophisticated consumers. Accordingly, the lemon and shock scenarios are the ones where it is
most understandable for enforcement authorities to focus on the needs of sophisticated
consumers. In the next section, we examine if this hypothesis is supported by an analysis of the
REFIT documents.

2.2 IS THERE A THEORY OF HARM IN THE CONSUMER REFIT?
We have explained that we understand a theory of harm as comprising three layers—a typology
of the relevant harm, accepted explanations of how it happens, and case-specific explanations that
it happens. In this section, we extract from the Consumer REFIT the main insights we found there
in relation to the theory of harm underlying Consumer Law. Regarding the general doctrine of
harm (what counts as consumer harm for the purposes of consumer law), the REFIT is elusive. It
eschews the need to define harm by opting for a self-referential approach and holding that
consumers suffer harm when the law is under-enforced.
Layer 1: An Elusive Doctrine of Harm
In the Consumer REFIT, little is said in relation to what types of harms EU consumer law protects
consumers against. What is found is however sufficient to conclude that the notion of harm is rich
and multidimensional, and it cannot be reduced to a simple economic notion such as that of (loss
of) surplus as compared to some ideal situation (e.g. perfect competition). This is evidenced in
particular by the references to psychological harm, which a 2017 study on revealed personal
consumer detriment (‘2017 Study’) makes no attempt to quantify in monetary terms.62
In relation to the types of harm consumers are exposed to, the most important insights in the
Consumer REFIT are found in the discussion under the efficiency criterion, collecting information
on the benefits and costs of EU consumer law for consumers. However, for the most part the
collected information is of little help for current purposes. This is because the Consumer REFIT
simply reports the results of a survey asking how much consumers have benefitted from EU
consumer law. The counterfactual is the situation before the introduction of EU consumer law.63
This framing expresses the Commission’s focus on legitimising EU action and documenting the
‘added value’ of EU law. The focus therefore is on the law rather than on harmful market conducts.
In addition, the survey attempts to quantify the benefits of EU law, but without unpacking what
kinds of benefits they might be or what the counterfactual is (national law prior to
harmonisation?). Consequently, the information collected does not help clarify what ‘benefit’
means nor, relatedly, what ‘harm’ means in EU consumer law.
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An important exception, very useful for current purposes, is the reference to the ‘2017 Study’.64
This study is often cited in the Consumer REFIT and presents a discussion of the ‘Dimensions of
consumer detriment’.65 It distinguishes between four types of detriment: financial detriment, time
loss, psychological detriment, and adverse effects on health. Financial detriment consists in ‘the
monetary costs and losses incurred … as a result of a problem’ and relates to excessive prices, the
costs of repairing the good or obtaining redress.66 ‘Time loss refers to the total amount of time a
consumer has spent either as the direct result of a problem or from trying to sort a problem out.’67
The psychological detriment is the ‘emotional cost’ imposed on the consumer because of a
problem.68 Little is said on what an adverse effect on health is, with the discussion focusing on the
measurement problems that this type of harm raises. The 2017 Study found that, in 2015, EU
consumers suffered a monetised post-redress consumer harm in six markets ranging between
EUR 20.3 and 58.4 billion, in addition to psychological detriment, which was not monetised.69 This
evaluation shows that consumers need better protection, which justifies further EU action. For
our purposes, it confirms that the notion of consumer harm is broad and not limited to surcharge
or deception, though it includes both. Consistently with the separation between ‘mainstream’
consumer protection and specific vulnerability intervention, the typology of harm proposed in
this study does not distinguish between harm suffered by ‘naïve’ and ‘sophisticated’ consumers.
However, there is no conceptual difficulty in considering that all four types of harm can be
experienced both by vulnerable and by ‘average’ consumers. In addition, if one acknowledges that
anyone can be vulnerable depending on the situation, this framework is also compatible with the
idea that, certain contexts increase the likelihood and/or the magnitude of harm.
Another way to approach the underlying conception of harm posited in the REFIT consists in
searching for expression of a benchmark or counterfactual. To establish that harm occurred, one
necessarily needs a term of comparison: harm can be represented as a discrepancy between what
the consumer obtained in fact and what she should have obtained in a normatively relevant
scenario. In the Consumer REFIT, the implicit counterfactual is what would have happened absent
the illegal business practice such as scams or other unfair practices. In other words, the
benchmark is a fully effective EU consumer law: consumers are only harmed when the law is
under-enforced. Although not explicitly articulated, this choice of comparator is revealed by the
circumstance that, throughout the REFIT, the degree of non-compliance of traders with the law
constitutes the primary benchmark for consumer harm.70 The same benchmark also emerges
from the discussion of both the effectiveness and the efficiency of EU consumer law. In relation to
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effectiveness, the central concern is related to traders’ compliance with EU consumer law and with
the contribution of different dispute resolution mechanisms to it.71 Even the level of consumer
awareness of their rights is analysed for its contribution to ensuring that consumers act when
their rights are breached.72 Perhaps even more clearly, the discussion of both the benefits and the
costs of EU consumer law for consumers focuses on the benefits that legislation is delivering, and
how better enforcement would reduce consumer harm cause by the infringement of EU consumer
law. Arguably, the following quote summarises the whole discussion appropriately: ‘Noncompliance with consumer protection rules can lead to costs for consumers.’73
This circular construction eschews any reflection on the primary sources of harm in terms of
market conducts and market configurations. It presupposes that all the harms consumers are
exposed to are already correctly and completely defined in the law as it stands. In other words,
our question is circumvented by referring to the harms existing directives target (insufficient
information, unfair practices, unfair terms…) without any attempt to conceptualise them further.
There is some irony in this purely internal perspective: it lives precious little space for the
consideration of potential regulatory failures—failures that could properly be considered in a
fitness check, whose aim it is to improve the regulatory framework. Taking effective consumer
law as a benchmark to identify consumer harm and assess if consumer law is fit for purpose is
circular, if not paradoxical.
Next to the central self-referential benchmark which defines harm as instances of underenforcement, the 2017 Study introduces two additional benchmarks. One consists of the optimal
state characterised by the absence of regulatory failures or market failure (‘first-best
benchmark’).74 Compared to the self-referential benchmark just discussed, the first-best
benchmark reintroduces market realities into the definition of harm. The other benchmark
introduced in this study stands somewhere between the law and reality outside the law: it consists
in a reference to the reasonable expectations of consumers (‘expectation benchmark’).75 Under
the expectation benchmark, consumers are considered to be harmed when business practices fail
to meet their reasonable expectations. The actual expectations of consumers exist outside the law
and are a matter for empirical enquiry but it falls to the law to define what expectations deserve
to be considered legitimate. This benchmark is consistent with scholarly accounts of the function
of consumer law in general76 and is explicitly referred to in some directives, for example on
product liability (which was left outside the scope of the REFIT). More broadly, many rules may
be read as expressing what the law considers legitimate expectation of consumers, whether in
terms of pre-contractual information, fair commercial practices or fair contractual clauses. In this
regard, the 2007 Study focuses explicitly on reasonable expectations, but then observes that ‘in
practical terms’, applicable legal norms play a pivotal role in determining what expectations are
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reasonable.77 For this reason, while we find more appropriate to speak of legitimate expectation,
it also seems that the alternative between ‘reasonable’ and ‘legitimate’ expectations is mostly a
semantic one. However, the criterion of legitimate expectations is not much used as such in the
case law of the Court and scholars have pointed to its potential to further develop the law, in
particular in relation to unfair contract terms.78 It will therefore be interesting to see if the
Commission chooses to rely on the 2017 Study to push for such a development when it intervenes
before the Court.
Both of these benchmarks are operationalised in the 2017 Study. They underpin the distinction
between personal and structural detriment, initially proposed in a 2007 study and adopted in
various following studies.79 Personal detriment derives from the ‘specific problems for individual
consumers relative to a benchmark of reasonable expectations’80 and therefore refers to the
expectation benchmark. Structural detriment ‘focuses on welfare loss due to market or regulatory
failure’81 and therefore refers to the first-best benchmark. Defective products illustrate the
category of personal detriment; only few products of that type are defective, and consumers are
entitled to expect that the products they buy are not defective. Cartel overcharges offer an
illustration of the category of structural detriment: when firms collude to artificially raise the price
above the competitive level, there is a market failure and therefore the harm caused by consumers
by overcharges is an instance of structural detriment. The distinction between personal and
structural detriment reminds of the important distinction between situational and structural
bargaining power introduced by Trebilcock.82 As Trebilcock’s distinction is categorical, it is at
least tempting to conceive of personal and structural detriment as distinct concepts in the sense
that overall consumer harm would be the sum of personal and structural detriment. The 2017
Study points out that these two broad categories of detriment ‘overlap’, but then outlines a test to
establish whether a particular concern falls ‘within the scope of structural or personal
detriment’—thereby suggesting again that the concepts are distinct. A similar ambiguity can be
found also in the 2007 study on consumer detriment introducing the distinction (‘2007 Study’).
A closer look reveals that this simple conceptual distinction is, however, poorly founded. The
problem lies in forgetting that the grounds for the distinction were epistemic: both the 2007 and
the 2017 studies aimed to provide metrics for consumer detriment. In this perspective, it was
crucial to define what component of consumer harm could be measured with what tool. In fact,
the definitional task of the 2007 Study was the ‘establishment of sound operational
benchmarks’.83 The choice of two definitions was animated by a (commendable) pluralistic
attitude stemming from ‘the fact that economists and psychologists view consumer detriment in
different ways’.84 Accordingly, the 2007 Study did not deal with the question of when consumers
77
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are harmed; more pragmatically, the authors tried to establish which elements of harm could be
measured reliably with a certain technique—showing along the way their sensitivity to the risk of
a reductionist understanding of what constitutes consumer harm (‘if it cannot be measured, it
does not exist’). In fact, the distinction based on whether there is a market or regulatory failure
(structural detriment) or a disappointment of consumer expectations (personal detriment) is not
a sharp one. For example, an unfair commercial practice can be said to cause personal detriment.85
Yet, one can say equally accurately that non-compliance with the Unfair Commercial Practice
Directive causes ‘significant aggregate loss to European consumers’.86 Similarly, with an anticompetitive overcharge, it depends on what consumers’ expectations are taken as benchmark. If
one takes the price consumers actually paid as representative of consumer expectations, then they
suffered structural detriment only.87 However, if the legitimate consumer expectations are
competitive prices,88 the overcharge also causes personal detriment. The distinction between
personal and structural detriment remains useful for practical purposes because it helps to
understand how consumer harm can be identified and measured. However, for our endeavour to
typify the components or categories of consumer harms, the distinction is of little help.
Our analysis shows that the harm taken in consideration in the Consumer REFIT covers various
aspects of human welfare. This is in line with the broad definitions of benefits and costs one finds
in the Better Regulation Toolbox—the document that gives practical insights to Commission
officers on how to conduct Better Regulation activities. Moreover, the 2017 Study surely provides
a clearer picture of what types of harm EU consumer law seeks to protect consumers against than
do the directives. Obviously, however, one has to keep in mind that neither the Commission nor
the EU and national enforcement authorities or courts are bound in any way to utilise these
categories in the law-making and adjudicatory practices. In relation to the benchmark against
which harm may be appraised, we found three approaches. The first is circular: it takes noncompliance with legislation as benchmark, thus eschewing the need to define harm and, in so
doing, making it impossible to assess whether EU consumer legislation is truly fit for purpose (i.e.
whether it catches all counts of harm that deserve to be included). This approach cannot be useful
for enforcement as this notion of consumer harm adds nothing to the notion of infringement and
thus could not direct enforcers’ attention to any specific facts or question that they are not already
considering. The first-best benchmark focuses on structural detriment. It has the merit of
envisaging the possibility of regulatory failure, which is welcomed in the context of a fitness check,
but requires the articulation of a very complex theory to identify the best possible legal
intervention. As its name suggests, the first-best benchmark can thus be conceived of the ultimate
result to which a theory of consumer harm shall aspire. Its main drawback comes from the
complexities of articulating, operationalising, and applying such benchmark. The expectation
benchmark focuses on personal detriment, which is a criterion enforcers could consider and this
would alter current practice if done more systematically. To do so, a thorough reflection on what
expectations consumers are entitled to have would be needed. In conclusion, the self-referential
benchmark is ostensibly modest and limited in scope, but also simpler to apply in comparison to
the first-best and expectation benchmarks. One is however left to wonder to what extent a fitness
check using the self-referential benchmark can be really said to rely on the best available evidence.
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Layer 2: Scenarios of Consumer Harm
The layer 2 of the theory of harm identifies causal mechanisms that lead to consumer harm. The
Consumer REFIT rests on a concise but sophisticated account of the ‘intervention logic’ of the
evaluated directives. This is a valuable source of information to identify the causes of harm EU
consumer law seeks to neutralise. It is, however, less useful to describe how these causal
mechanisms work (let alone measuring their effects). This causal aspect, which is at the heart of
an ambitious theory of harm remains largely opaque in the Consumer REFIT.
The Consumer REFIT breaks down the sequence of a consumer transaction in three main phases:
promotion and marketing; conclusion of the contract; performance of the contract.89 Each phase
is connected with one or more directive covered by the Consumer REFIT, thereby clarifying, for
example, that pre-contractual information—regulated under the Consumer Rights Directive—
relates to the second phase (conclusion of the contract) not first phase (promotion and
marketing). During both the first and second phases, EU consumer law intends to help consumers
make better decisions. To this end, it makes certain information mandatory and it imposes a duty
to write terms in plain and intelligible language. In this context, the relevant consumer harm
results from ill-informed choices and can be economic, psychological or both. It would seem to be
caused by practices that exploit consumer weakness, inattention or bounded rationality. During
the conclusion of the contract, consumers are also protected against standard terms causing a
significant imbalance in the performance of the parties. Therefore, in can be inferred that
significant inequality in the respective performances causes harms to consumers. During phase 3,
consumers are granted specific remedies in relation to defective goods; a defective goods is thus
a source of harm. Throughout the transaction, consumers are further protected against
commercial practices that are likely to materially distort their economic behaviour. Importantly,
vulnerable consumers—the naïve consumers in Siciliani, Riefa, and Garmer’s framework—
receive tailored protection. The general benchmark for assessing consumer harm is one in which
consumers make informed decisions and are protected against unfair behaviour by traders.
Accordingly, harm is caused by poor decisions and unfairness. Admittedly, this finding is hardly
innovative. It could have been derived from a textual analysis of the directives and the related case
law in the absence of the REFIT. More importantly and disappointingly, it is of little significance
for illuminating what causal mechanisms lead to poor decisions or unfairness (and therefore
harm).
The Consumer REFIT is not entirely silent on the matter of what causes harm. On several
occasions, consumer law is justified by reference to the notion of consumer weakness. This is
entirely consistent with the case law of the Court of Justice, which has ruled that, ‘in relation to a
trader, the consumer is in a weaker position, in that he must be deemed to be less informed,
economically weaker and legally less experienced than the other party to the contract’.90 In
relation to layer 2 of the theory of harm, the notion of consumer weakness could provide a starting
point for developing scenarios of harm. If weakness is broken down into its various dimensions,
such as imperfect information, bounded attention, bounded cognitive abilities, bounded
rationality, bounded willpower, it becomes possible to construct a typology of business conducts
which opportunistically take advantage of these traits and thereby cause consumer detriment.
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From a broad Law & Economics perspective, the explicit references to information asymmetries
and unequal bargaining powers is noteworthy. These references show that the concept of
consumer weakness already welcomes economic considerations to some extent in the
Luxembourg courtrooms and could potentially constitute the locus of more elaborate
constructs.91 In other words, the concept of weakness is porous enough accommodate legal
arguments inspired by economics and behaviours sciences. In addition, concepts and typologies
borrowed from psychology can inspire and help structure scenarios of exploitation of known
consumer weakness (susceptibility to influence as studied in psychology).92 The conceptual work
of building on economic and behavioural analysis to produce an analytical grid and guide the
enforcement of consumer law was not the object of the REFIT and stands to be undertaken.
At the end of Section 2.1, we formulated the hypothesis that the predominantly important
scenarios of harm we would find in the Consumer REFIT are those scenarios where the interests
of naïve and sophisticated consumers are most aligned, namely the lemon and shock scenarios.
The evidence we found is largely inconclusive but also weakly supportive of the hypothesis. The
hypothesis is supported to the extent that the Consumer REFIT typically does not distinguish
between categories of consumers, arguably under the implicit assumption that they all have
similar needs. At the same time, on occasion, the specific vulnerabilities of some consumers do
emerge and receive specific attention. This was seen to be the case in relation to unfair commercial
practices, and when we analysed the case of dual quality products in Section 1.4, we found that
such market practice had features of the scam scenario, in flat contradiction with the hypothesis
that the primary focus is on the lemon and shock scenarios.
The gap between our initial question and the focus of the REFIT calls for some additional
discussion in order to make sense of the disappointing findings.

3. MAKING SENSE OF OUR FINDINGS
3.1 A SURPRISING OMISSION: HARM CAUSED BY REGULATORY FAILURES
By essentially saying ‘harm happens when the law is violated’, the Consumer REFIT starts from
the premise that the law perfectly identifies circumstances which are conducive to producing
harm. In other words, referring to consumer harm as (only) instances where the law is not
properly enforced amounts to saying that the law is perfect as it is. This approach makes it
singularly difficult to uncover a theory of harm in the REFIT because there is no need to articulate
one: it is deemed to be already contained in the law and its accuracy is placed outside the scope of
the retrospective evaluation. This self-referential benchmark takes the law as the ultimate
parameter of consumer detriment and leaves no room for considering regulatory failures. Instead,
the focus is solely on enforcement failures, which, curiously, are discussed neither in relation to
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the effectiveness nor the efficiency of EU consumer law.93 What is ostensibly missing is an explicit
discussion of the regulatory failures of EU consumer law.
This is a significant omission because optimal institutional design requires to select the form of
market governance that minimises the sum of costs of market failure and regulatory failures. This
REFIT acknowledges this in principle,94 but does not elaborate on market failure and only very
little on regulatory failures. Any elaboration on regulatory failures has to be read between the
lines because the emphasis is strongly on regulatory success. Examples of regulatory failure
alluded to include uncertainty about the scope and content of the ex-officio doctrine—whereby
national courts are under a duty to raise ex-officio the unfair character of a term in a consumer
contract—and of various provisions of the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive, as well as
problems of overlap between different information duties have been identified.95 None of these
regulatory imperfections however is considered as sources of consumer harm.
Discussions of compliance costs provide another entry into the indirect REFIT discourse on
regulatory failure. As part of the fact-finding for the REFIT, stakeholders were asked if certain
regulatory burdens were either unnecessary—because they do not bring real benefits to
consumers—or disproportionate—because they place excessive burdens on traders. An example
of the former type is the duty to disclose a fax number for sending complaints, which is perceived
as obsolete. An example of disproportionate duty powerfully advocated by business in the
stakeholder consultations concerned certain aspects of the right of withdrawal under the
Consumer Rights Directive. The Commission deferred to the business view in its proposal but
faced significant pushback in the European Parliament.96 Unsurprisingly, consumer associations
were against any limitation of the right of withdrawal.97 They also criticised the fact that
compliance costs had been evaluated on grossly insufficient data.
In sum, regulatory failure is not seriously investigated in the REFIT and could not be in the absence
of any benchmark of consumer harm external to the law. It is ironic in an exercise whose raison
d’être is to check the fitness for purpose of the law—i.e. identify and regulatory failure and
solutions to ameliorate them. It is probably the case that the Consumer REFIT was sur-determined
by a Commission priority, namely to close two long-standing dossiers: the lack of individual
remedies under the UCPD and the lack of collective redress for consumers. Taking effective
legislation as benchmark for harm is circular and unhelpful in many ways, but allowed the
Commission to build the narrative necessary to legislate on enforcement. Had the Commission
wanted to focus more on the substantive dimension of EU consumer law, it would probably have
prioritised the analysis of structural detriment caused by market and regulatory failures.
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3.2 TOWARDS A CLEARER THEORY OF CONSUMER HARM: EMPOWERMENT AS
OVERARCHING PRINCIPLE?
As is clear from our analysis, this Consumer REFIT contributes very little to clarifying what the
law considers as constituting consumer harm or how it understands causes of consumer harm.
However, the REFIT language maps out the normative space in which this doctrine has to emerge.
A cardinal point of this space is the notion of legitimate expectations. It radiates in many
directions: consumers can legitimately expect to reap the benefits of the internal market, to
receive accurate, sufficient and understandable information, to be offered fair contract terms, not
to be misled or aggressively pushed to enter a transaction. Another densely charged normative
concept which is as yet underused is consumer empowerment. It too has many dimensions:
consumers can be empowered through education, through information—though this form of
empowerment has well-documented limitations—98, through access to redress mechanisms,
through naming and shaming (in the media or social media), through algorithmic assistance.99
At this point, we suggest a simple and, in our view at least, conceptually convincing way forward
for building a theory of harm for EU consumer law having empowerment as its overarching
principle. Consumers in the European Union have the legitimate expectation of being empowered.
Accordingly, the harm EU law has to eliminate comes from the market conducts and the legal
frameworks that disempower consumers. This would be a comprehensive framework. It would
identify market configurations and behaviour conducive to consumer detriment, but also draw
attention to the various types of empowerment that consumers need and how EU consumer policy
may help provide them or facilitate their emergence. It is thus understandable why the Consumer
REFIT emphasises so much the potential of collective redress for improving the position of
consumers in markets. Collective redress would make it easier for consumers to vindicate their
rights, with obvious effects in disciplining firms. The empowerment framework should strive to
be normatively and methodologically inclusive. Normatively, it should recognise that different
consumers have different empowerment needs in different circumstances—without ruling out
that all may have the same basic needs in some circumstances. Methodologically, empowerment
as a notion is not strongly associated with a particular discipline. It may therefore lend itself to an
integrated approach drawing on both economic and behavioural insights, integrating the
currently dominant information paradigm while offering space to develop consumer protection
along other lines of investigation. Enriching and structuring the notion of consumer
empowerment would not disrupt the important connection between empowered consumers and
the internal market, which characterises of EU consumer law. A richer understanding of what
empowers consumers may, if anything, reinforce the internal market narrative. If effectively
empowered by consumer policy according to their respective needs, consumers of various
descriptions could trust the internal market as a safe place and benefit from the opportunities it
creates.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we tried to bring together two lines of questioning about EU consumer law which
converge in a call for clarification of its orientation. One line is doctrinal: EU consumer law
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scholars find that EU consumer law lacks direction and oscillates in an unsatisfactory way
between the aim of market building (favourable to business as much as consumers) and that of a
high level of protection. The other line is more economic: taking inspiration from competition law,
where a theory of harm has come to structure enforcement activities, other scholars sought to
outline a theory of harm for consumer law. For our part, we thought it interesting to confront
these scholarly proposals with the Consumer REFIT. We had good reasons to think that the REFIT
would contain an expression of the EU view on aims and on harm: because the REFIT aims to
check whether the law is fit for purpose, it should restate its purpose; because the REFIT has to
appraise the effectiveness and efficiency of the law, it should contain a discourse on the meansends match or mismatch and, therefore, on what the ends are. From there, it should be possible to
ascertain what the underlying theory of harm is, which states which harms the law seeks to
protect consumers against.
Our findings are disappointing. The REFIT eschews the clarification scholars call for. It does
restate aims and it does not elaborate on what harms are legally relevant. It largely circumvents
these two related questions by adopting a circular approach. When consumer harm is discussed,
it is equated with instances of under-enforcement. This presupposes that the law is perfect: that
it contains a complete and up-to-date characterisation of circumstances in which market
interactions harm consumers—which needs not be restated—so that harm only ever happens
when the law is not enforced. This is ironic given that the raison d’être of a REFIT is to check
whether legislation is still fit for purpose.
In this sense, the REFIT does not represent an institutional contribution to the scholarly
enterprise of clarifying the direction of EU consumer law or constructing a theory of harm suited
for guiding enforcement in this area of law. The endeavour will have to remain a scholarly one for
the time being. This said, the REFIT does contain scattered indications that scholars need to
consider when reflecting on EU consumer law.
First, it is clear from the REFIT that EU law would not welcome an overly restrictive notion of
consumer harm limited to loss of economic surplus. Second, the REFIT names a normative space
in which a theory of harm can be developed. It consists of a virtuous triangle of empowerment,
trust and a well-functioning internal market. Empowered consumers benefit from the internal
market and, in turn, further integration through cross-border shopping, provided they trust such
transactions are safe.
We looked for something that is not there: a theory of harm. What we found is a background for a
theory to be developed. The pioneering work discussed in this chapter is an excellent starting
point. The next step in our view is to integrate the dimension of empowerment, which is not new
but is salient in the post-REFIT documents. This notion, together with the notions of consumer
weakness and legitimate expectations present in the law, seem to be the ingredients for an
economically grounded, behaviourally sensible and legally workable theory of harm.
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